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How to Use This Product (cont.)

Getting Started
1. Use the Comprehension Assessment.
Diagnose which comprehension
skills your students will need to focus
on. For a complete overview of the
comprehension assessment and directions
for test administration, see page 6 of the
Assessment Guide.
sessment

Pre-As
Comprehension

A Royal Pastime

Comprehensi

on Pre-Asse

ssment (cont.)
After all, paintings
to come to mind.
a
isn’t the first thing
dancing or riding
Name: _____
royalty, physical activity time! We might think of a princess
__________
When we think of
of the
__________
royals relaxing most
__________
out?
and stories portray
__________
____ Date:
picture a queen working
she was in school.
__________
horse. But can you
many sports while
__________
time to stay in
She participated in
__
But she still makes
a regular at the gym.
is
hectic.
she
more
Middleton
Kate
became
fitness. For cardio,Directions: Read “A
a princess, her schedule
an hour a day on
(cont.)
Royal Pastim
When she became
yoga.
Kate spends at least
e,” and answe
And Kate even does
to reports, Princess
r the follow
1. Princess
strength training.
shape. According
ing questions.
Kate spend
She lifts weights for
s at least an
rows, runs, and cycles.
had her own fitness
royal
hour
2.
Comp
another
a
day on _____
are and contra
her treadmill.
Decades before her,
__________
st the exerci
swim and a walk on
fit princess? Hardly.
were they simila
__________
se routines
bic program
each morning to a
Was Kate the first
time
step-aero
_____
r
a
and
d
of
devoted
Prince
different?
_________.
Diana
she performe
ss Kate and
__________
routine. In 1992, Princess she enjoyed playing tennis. And
Princess Diana
__________
time,
. In what ways
__________
When she could make
__________
a personal trainer.
Queen of __________
__________
created for her by
__________
Elisabeth was both
__________
e about
__________
before Diana, too.
__________
she was so passionat _____
__________
________
lived a whole century
__________
When she was young,
and balance __________
A royal fitness fanatic
__________
__________
of Austria from 1884–98. Every morning, she practiced on mats later years,
__________
__________
Hungary and Empress
castles.
________
fencing. Then, in her
__________
built gyms in all her
__________
__________
her fifties, she started
gymnastics that she
__________
_____
her horses daily. In
rode
_____
_____
also
__________
__________
beams. Elisabeth
__________
___
_____
gym
_____
that
__________
Elisabeth began hiking.
__________
these royals all proved created ____________________
__________
in very different times,
__________
3. How did
___
is not a modern invention
__________
Diana, and Kate lived
show that exercise
__________
Although Elisabeth,
practices was firstQueen Elisabeth demo
folk. Moreover, they
__________
think—the yoga Kate
nstrate her
t for
________
to stay fiShe
time isn’t just for common
the last century. Just
passion for
took gymn
been finding ways
gymnastics?
last decade, or even
astics lesson
even royalty—have
in the last year, the
s on a weekl
ago! All kinds of people—
She attend
y basis.
ed the Olymp
developed 5,000 years
ic games.
years.
of
s
She built a
thousand
gym in all her
castles.
She was a fitness
fanatic.
4. What is
the final messa
ge of the last
paragraph
Yoga has been
in the text?
around for
5,000 years.
Exercise is not
a modern invent
ion.
You should
exercise every
day.
Doing a daily
fitness routin
e is a relativ
5. According
ely new idea.
to the passag
e, why might
physical fitness
some peopl
?
e be surprised
__________
that royals
__________
participate
__________
in
__________
__________
__________
Kate
Princess
__________
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__________
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4. Prepare assessment resources.
Depending on how you plan to conduct
your assessment, you may wish to create
an assessment folder for each student.
These folders can hold the student’s
Comprehension Assessment, individualreader assessments, activity pages, and
anecdotal records taken during the
reading lessons.

A Royal Pas

time

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D
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Name: _________________________________________________ Date: ______________________

Lesson 3: History
each question.
Directions: Read

of Comic Books

11. What national event spurred the creation of Superman? What was the main reason the creators
wanted to write this comic, and how did readers respond?
______________________________________________________________________________

following analogy.
2. Complete the
n ::
media : shares informatio_____
propaganda : _________

A
B to question authority
C to advertise a local event
D to draw attention to injustice

Miller portray Batman
3. How does Frank
The Dark Knight
in the 1980s story
Returns?
solemn.
He is serious and
and funny.
He is lighthearted
He is an antihero.
to notice what
He wants people
he does.

the X-Men
or social issue did
5. Which political
the war in Vietnam
the war on poverty
inequality
prejudice and racial
the space race

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

A annoys someone
B spreads ideas
C makes an impact
D explains beliefs

______________________________________________________________________________

Name: ________________
________

________________

Lesson 3: History

y

Comics tell stories

filled with heroes
and

______________________________________________________________________________

12. Whose artwork became known as the “Marvel Style”? What elements of his work inspired other
want to keep a artists? Use details from the text to describe his artistic style.
4. Why would a person
condition?
comic book in mint
______________________________________________________________________________
store.
It will be easier to
______________________________________________________________________________
It is easier to read.

Comics also bring us

money.
It will be worth more
display.
It looks better on

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

reflect when they

______________________________________________________________________________
debuted in the 1960s?
13. Use details from the text to compare and contrast Captain America and Spider-Man.
______________________________________________________________________________

us lack in our safe,

and to fight against

The images speak

modern lives. Comics

imaginations further
than what
discussion and fellowship
Telling stories through
heroes who mirror

. They express our

we experience in our

everyday lives. Comics

They can even teach

We crave

Comics are exciting

for the masses. This

our

also create

us about ourselves.

ate when words cannot.

a modern-day mythology

years.

be

many of

fiction and can take

pictures helps us communic

fight for what is right.

need

such as comics, can
words can do.

These are things that

are forms of fantasy

among fans and friends.

our convictions and

thoughtful. They offer
lasted for so many

god-like characters

evil. Visual stories,

in ways beyond what

adventure, mystery,
and action.

and

is why comics have

14. According to
this excerpt, what
______________________________________________________________________________
are the themes often
what tone would
found in comic books?
be reflected in the
For each theme,
stories?
______________________________________________________________________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
______________________________________________________________________________ ________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
______________________________________________________________________________ ________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
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______

Modern Day Mytholog

for justice, for survival,
shared in any country.

A
B
C
D

_________ Date:
________________

of Comic Books

Directions: Annotate
(cont.)
this
Underline the words/sen excerpt from The History of Comic
Books by David and
tences that communi
Jodene Smith.
to the prompt.
cate the authors’ tone
towards comics. Then,
respond

______________________________________________________________________________

A
B
C
D

© Teacher Created

Lesson 3: History of Comic Books (cont.)

Directions: Read and respond to each question. Provide evidence from the text in your response.

Choose the best answer.

was not a
1. Which of the following
cartoons?
purpose of political
to make fun of people

A
B
C
D

______

________
_ Date: ________

________________

________________

Name: ________________

25730—Grade 6—Assessme

nt Guide
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2. Create reading groups. If desired, place
students in reading groups based on
their reading levels or other instructional
needs. For students reading below grade
level, the grades K–5 Nonfiction Readers
Series Placement Test is included as a digital
resource only. This is an individual oral
reading test that can be used to determine
general reading levels or to measure growth
and aid in selecting books for students. See
pages 30–31 for tips on using TIME Nonfiction
Readers in a balanced literacy classroom.
3. Prepare student resources. As an option,
organize student resources such as
dictionaries and writing folders.

© Teacher Created Materials
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How to Use This Product (cont.)

Teaching a Lesson
Each 11‑page lesson is organized in a consistent format for ease of use. Teachers may choose to
complete some or all of the lesson activities to best meet the needs of their students.
Lesson 9: The Science

Lesson Overview
provides lesson
objectives and key
information for planning
purposes.

of Superpowers

Focus Objectives
to:
Students will be able
ding of text structure.
• demonstrate understan
of text.
effect within a section
• identify cause and

ive

Language Object

using
a nonfiction text
• Students will summarize
and citation verbs.
general present tense

Comparing Sources

s
similarities and difference
• Students will find
sources about similar
when looking at two
topics.
rs (pages 6–11) and
• Science of Superpowe Research student
Another Look at Genetic
148)
activity sheet (page

Word Analysis

will explore the origin
• Etymology: Students
of the word mutant.
examine
Words: Students will
• Breaking Down
ant– and anti– to
and use the prefixes
the meaning of words.
determine and clarify
activity sheet
student
It?
Against
• Who’s
(page 144)

Prompt

Quick Writing
of
an objective summary
• Students will write
text.
a given section of
ding Text Structure:
ions
• Model Lesson: Understan text structure
Real-World Connect
how
an advertisement
Students will identify
an
• Students will create
analyze how individual
everyday uses for
can help a reader
promoting valuable,
s contribute to the
sentences and paragraph
exoskeleton suit.
ideas.
of
ent
developm
(page 145)
Develop Fluency
graphic organizer
Opportunities to
• Super Structure
reader’s theater:
Context Filter:
• Students will perform Superhuman
• Close Reading Lesson:
ng
cause and effect within
Creating a Super-Stro
Students will analyze
a given passage.
close
Some Real Mutants
• Closer Look: Meet
146)
reading passage (page
! close reading student
Happened
It
Why
That’s
•
147)
activity sheet (page

Comprehension

© Teacher Created
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Lesson 9: The Science

Readers—Teacher’s

Materials

Lesson 9: The Science

Word Analysis section
includes activities and
suggestions for teaching
word patterns, parts of
speech, Greek and Latin
Roots, etymology of
words.

(cont.)

back of each reader
section found in the
These
The Reader’s Guide
students to think critically.
starters.
is designed to encourage
as excellent class discussion
questions can serve

Word Analysis

discuss. Clarify that
from students and
popular as they are
the class that language
words become more
1. Etymology—Remind and always
things going on in
alive
needed to explain
is something that is
chromosome was
are made up and added
the world. Once the
changing. New words
to explain genes
they are needed.
mapped, science began
to a language whenever
For that, they needed
so all students
that weren’t normal.
• Write the word mutation you define this
and mutation.
to help
the words mutant
can see. Ask them
rite anti– and
think it means? Note
Breaking Down Words—Wsee. Tell students
word. What do they
2.
“a
as
can
the definition
ant– where all students
all responses. Clarify
by
are used
an organism caused
anti– are Greek and
and
ant–
that
sudden change in
technical words. Anti–
chromosome.” Write
in many scientific and
a change in gene or
the
prefixes with the
Now that they know
and ant– are directional
the word mutant.
Tell
do they think this
of “against, opposite.”
identical meaning
word mutation, what
misread the
noting all responses,
that some people
students
the
word means? After
“Every
an organism that
ant– as ante–. Say,
prefixes anti– and
clarify that it means
and ant– will
bald, being color
on the prefixes anti–
built
word
has mutated. Being
or having chin
‘against’ or ‘opposite.’”
have a meaning of
blind, being Wolverine,
and antecedent
have a mutation.
you
antonym
mean
words
all
the
Write
dimples
of
into small groups
see. Say, “An antonym,
where students can
Ask students to break what they know
the ‘opposite’ of another
for example, means
two or three and discuss
t always goes ‘before’
and mutations. Have
word, but an anteceden
about real mutants
that this lesson is
group write down
its pronoun.” Emphasize not ante–.
one person in each
to report back to
and
about anti– and ant–
notes while they discuss
to a neighbor and
the class.
• Ask students to turn
of
of these words
n about the history
figure out what each
• Begin a conversatio
antiseptic
“To guess
saying,
by
means: antiviral medicine, car, feeling
the word mutation
for the
from and why
ointment, antifreeze
where this word comes
its
at
look
words for
to
need
these
we
antipathy. Display
humans needed, it
Invite students to
a Latin word that
students to refer to.
origins. It comes from
’
worse.
the
for
.
turn
‘a
share their definitions
means ‘changing’ or
to be used in
students
In 1913, the word started
further practice, have
For
•
know
You
genetics.
Against It? activity
relation to genes and
complete the Who’s
in 1913? Alfred
partners or in
what else happened
sheet (page 144) with
first genetic map of
Sturtevant made the
a small groups.
now, why do you think
a chromosome. So
mutation grew until
the use of the word
2008? Note responses
it tripled in use by
Guide
25729—Nonfiction
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Materials

(cont.)

re

standing Text Structu

Model Lesson: Under
Before Reading

2.
that looking at text
1. Model—Tell students at the frame of a
structure is like looking You can see what
yet.
house that isn’t built
house
holding the whole
is planned, what is
structured helps the
up. How the text is
what the author values.
reader understand
read for text structure,
When good readers
the
like what most of
they notice things
on and what has been
page space is spent
emphasized.
ding the parts
• Explain that understan can help us
text
of an informational
the information being
better understand
main types
five
are
“There
Say,
presented.
nal texts. They
of structures for informatio
and solution,
are descriptive, problem
cause and effect,
compare and contrast,
this lesson, we are
and sequence. In
structure of the
going to identify the
how individual
text to help us analyze s contribute to
sentences and paragraphideas.”
the
of
the development
show you how this
• Say, “I’m going to
first page together.”
works. Let’s read the
out loud. Ask students
Read the first page
rest of the book will
what they think the
this book is going
be about. Say, “I think
superhero stories
to explain to me that
in them. I can tell
have a lot of science
science is mentioned
because the word
s of superhero
a lot in the description
a
the author is using
stories. That means
here.”
structure
text
descriptive
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ent Practice—Inform
Guided and Independ of nonfiction
genre
students that in the
text
the most common
text, descriptive is
the purpose of
structure. This is because and explain.
Lesson 9:
to inform
nonfiction text is
The Science
text structures
of Superpow
Readers will see descriptive
Model Less
texts.
ers (cont.)
on: Skill Bein
throughout nonfiction
Structure activity Durin
g Taught
g Reading
• Distribute the Super
(cont.)
sheet (page 145).
for 1. Model—Say, “I
are going to look
noticed quite
structures
• Tell students they
a few text
as I read this
text structures.
of
types
main
section. One
was the cause
the five
of
text and use the
the part about and effect of mutations. them
They will read the
them keep track of
Engli
I
the
help
liked
to
cats
sh
sheet
who were
Language
The cause
activity
mutants.
of this was
Support
about text structure.
an experiment
Continue to
DNA and the
what they noticed
guide them
on their
effect was
pages 6–23 with a in the
page using
to the correc
that the
dark. This is
• Have students read
the
t
how I wrote cats glowed
are done reading, Show
them a senten information above.
partner. When they
the class a
it
Give
model of the on my chart.”
through that section
explanation ce starter to begin their
activity sheet.
they can flip back
•
or let them
one of the activity Ask students to share
use symbo
and image
and compa
to complete section
responses
ls
s.
re
students and
for the rest
of this section
sheet. To help guide
, here are the Insist that students
.
explain how
facilitate class discussion for each text structure
the
helped
topics
text
page numbers and
text as a whole them understand
cause and effect,
the
.
Assessment
structure: pp. 10–11,
2.
and
Guide
Opportunit
problem
d and Indep
Students are
y—
mutations; pp. 12–21, Dr. Crucible
endent Practi
students read
identifying
and
ce—H
correct text
the
solution, Dr. Bunsen
After readin pages 24–41 with a partneave
structure. Check
an; pp. 22–23,
descriptions
that
have to create a superhum in thecompl
body.ete g, they review that section r.
includ
to stress
section two
structure helped e how the text
to
sequence, reactions
of the
To help guide
them under
up with different
the text.
students and activity sheet.
stand
Students may come
discussion,
facilitate class
here
examples.
After Read
topics for each are the page numb
ing
ers
compare and text structure: pp. 24–25and
1. Model—On
contrast, invisib
,
ce
a reader identif
without specia
ility with/
structures,
l gear; pp.
a pattern begins ies text
how invisib
26–27, descrip
“I noticed a
e Support
to
le
emerg
cloaks
Languag
tive,
lot
e.
work;
English
Say,
of descriptive
and effect,
pp. 35–37,
This could
how mice
text structu
cause
one
be because
choose justmay
re.
come up with regrow tissue. Studen
it’s a nonfic
Allow students to
or it could
Guide
tion text,
mean that
ts
different examp
the author
text structure to identify. using• the
technique.
Facilitate sharin
les.
favors this
”
page
them to the correct
before. Then, g and discussion as
2. Guided
have studen
and Indep
information above.
reading the
ts complete
endent Practi
students what
book, pages
ce—Ask
patterns in
page numb
42–57. The
they notice
ers
d from their text structure
structure are and topics for each text
readin
text structu
pp.
res were predom g. Which
accidents Rober 42–43, sequence,
helped them
inant? Which
the most in
problem and t experienced; pp. 46–47
text? Which
understandin
solution, how
,
were the most
g the
ceiling; pp.
read? Why
50–51, compa to train on the
didn’t the authorinteresting to
flying anima
re and contra
structures
use certain
ls to cheeta
st,
more
h. Students
come up
Materials
reinforce that often? Use these questi text
may
© Teacher Created with different
text structu
ons to
examples.
purpose the
res help suppo
author had
rt the
for writing
the text.
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Comprehension Model Lesson and Practice Opportunities
provide teachers with simple and engaging activities that
reinforce the comprehension skill addressed in the lesson. Each
lesson includes a graphic organizer to help students organize
the material being taught.
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Name:

Lesson 9: The Science

________
________
________
________
________
________
_ Date
: ________
________
Directio
______
ns:
read, write First, read for
read, choo a C above the the main idea
caus
se
the main
es men of the text. Mark
write anyt
tioned
cause
the
hing you
in
notice as in the passage the passage, main idea with
and
and
stars
you mark
your text. change the C an E above the . On your seco
to an MC.
nd
effects.
On your
Use
the
Driving
third
margin
Context
Question
notes area
effects?
Filter—C
s: What
to
are the
ause and
causes
Effect
of the mut
Margin
ations in
Notes
the pass
Meet Som
age? Wha
e Real Mut
t are the

Closer

(cont.)
of Superpowers

Cause and Effect

t Filter—
Close Reading: Contex

the
each sentence with
7. After marking
should look back
Real
Closer Look: Meet Some 146).
necessary notes, students Say, “As you
1. Distribute the
a whole.
passage (page
at the passage as
Mutants close reading
look at each cause
marked up the passage, the author speak
read the excerpt
did
2. First Read: Students the gist of the text.
and each effect. Why
get
and effect in this passage?
independently to
in terms of cause
should mark the
each effect, can
and
cause
With a pencil, students
each
After
Looking at
passage with stars.
about mutations?”
to
main ideas in the
you see a larger trend
reading, ask students
they have finished
having a hard time
ideas from the passage.
• If any students are
it may be helpful
describe the main
box
organizing their notes,
g
to the filter and focus the
passage by highlightin
3. Direct students
to color-code the
Remind them that
corresponding effect
on the activity sheet.
with a
each cause and its
to
reading is to read
That will help them
purpose of a close
in a different color.
afterwards.
specific filter in mind.
quickly scan the text
filter,
context
a
with
read the
• Students will read
students they will
and effect in the
8. Third Read: Tell
they need to
focusing on the cause they will filter
third time. This time, least one
a
passage
words,
cause has at
passage. In other
on
make sure that every
read, focusing only
Students should use
everything as they
corresponding effect.
caused them.
what
their notes to write
the effects and what
in
the margins around
the causes and effects
to the driving question
they notice about
4. Direct students
sheet. Read the driving
students have completed
box on the activity
the passage. After
them to share their
are the causes of the
to
questions: “What
their third read, ask
What are the
question, referring
mutations in the passage?
answers to the driving in response. Write
need
the questions they
their evidence
using
effects? “ These are
and
the text.
to answer by rereading
MC by the main cause.
-effect
Happened!
cause-and
It
in
Why
that
That’s
5. Remind students
9. Distribute the
are described along
147). Students answer
text structure, effects
activity sheet (page
using their
is not always the
ntly,
order
The
independe
with their causes.
the questions
may
and
to help them. They
causes appear first,
same. Sometimes
annotated passage
to pay
The reader needs
responses with a partner
sometimes effects.
share and compare
relationship.
of independent time.
attention to find the
after a set amount

Introduction

Activity

read
students they will
the
6. Second Read: Tell
and write a C above
the passage again
an
in the passage and
causes mentioned
After students have
“E” above the effects.
, ask them to
completed their annotation
review their notes.

e Support

English Languag

by directing
Narrow the focus
two causes
students to just find
ding effects that
and two correspon
in the passage.
relate to each other

146
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a
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The ultim
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ate goa
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l
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that mim
cure the of the experim
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ics
deadly
AIDS viru
help them HIV.
A Web-Slin
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find a
ging Goa
This mig
t
ht
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e Universi
nary goa
scientis
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hav
scie
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e change
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d
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Lesson 9: The Science

of Superpowers

Margin
Note

s

Close-Reading Lesson and Activity Sheet provide
students with an opportunity to practice close reading a
short passage of text from the reader for a very specific
purpose. Each trio of books has a close-reading “filter” in
common, but each individual lesson uses the filter in a
different way. See page 21 for more information on the
close-reading filters. Each lesson includes a step-by-step
close‑reading lesson, a student passage for annotating, and
an activity sheet to extend the lesson.

(cont.)

Name: _____
_____

__________
__________
__________
_________
Date: _____
__________
_______
Directions:
Read the excerp
Price-Wrigh
t from the
t. Compare
it to the inform TIME Edge article
A Big Leap
ation found
in Genetic
in The Scienc
e of Superp Technology by Heath
owers on pages
er
6–11.
“These conce
rns
t
[abou
do
Promp
g
with more
t changing
students
Quick Writin
human genes
Life Spider-Man.” Ask
Darnovsky. than just individual
or
s describes “A Real
] have to
famili
She
details with no opinions
Science of Superheroe
Genetics and is the executive direct es’ choices”, says
ideas and supporting
Pages 38–47 of The
Marcy
or of the Cente
summary of the main
ethical and Society, a nonprofit
to write an objective
r for
organization
responsible
one supporting detail
supply
ts.
conce
and
uses of genet
that
judgemen
rned that
two main ideas
ic technology advocates for
only wealth
students: Identify
use CRISP
y parents
. Darnovsky
• Below-grade-level
R and
would be
is
multiple
medical treatmsimilar tools to impro
able
ideas and supply
for each main idea.
ve their babie to afford to
at least three main
ents tend
troubling
to
students: Identify
that we would be very expensive. s’ genes. Such
• On-grade-level
the main ideas.
“I find it really
for at least one of
that could
with multiple supporting
supporting details
lead to this consider setting loose
four to five main ideas
world of genet
nots,” she
a technology
students: Identify
says. If scient
ic haves and
• Above-grade-level
ists figure
safely and
idea.
haveout
effectively
details for each main
on germ-line ways to use CRISP
it would be
R
hard to regula
cells, Darno
originally
vsky says,
te that use.
to use the
Even if the
Develop Fluency
technology
would certai
Opportunities to
to fight diseas goal was
nly
ng Superhuman—Using
ions
medical. “Wher want to make chang
es, people
• Creating a Super-Stro 12–21, students will
Real-World Connect
es that
e do you draw
considered
a section titled “Insect
the line betweweren’t strictly
the dialogue on pages
quest
a
• Pages 18–19 include
and Dr. Crucible’s
en
enhancemen [medical] treatment
that describes
reenact Dr. Bunsen
and what’s what’s
Armor for Super Soldiers”
an. Students work
considered
medical issue?t?” she says. “Would
developed for the
to create a superhum
you
an
an exoskeleton suit
prepare and perform
allowed genet Would you put [great consider being short
students should
in small groups to
a
er height]
ic manipulatio
1. In what
military. In small groups,
the number
on your list
nonmilitary uses
They may expand
ways are the
ns?”
possible
story.
on
the
e
of
collaborat
two texts
lines of the two
similar?
suit. Once they decide
of roles, dividing the
more. _____
for an exoskeleton
suit,
groups of four or
__________
everyday use of a
characters up among
__________
on the most valuable
ent
have their own copy
__________
design an advertisem
Students should each
__________
__________
the group should
buy it. Offer
when performing—
to
_____
_____
read
to
people
lines
_____
_____
their
of
__________
__________
ads
that would convince
time for groups to 2.
__________
__________
ty to present their
In what ways
no memorizing! Allow
__________
___
students the opportuni the best idea.
are the two
Students should focus
_____
practice.
on
and
vote
__________
texts different?
create
—
to the class and
__________
strong expression
__________
on speaking with
___
__________
pausing, pace,
__________
correct stress, phrasing,
__________
a focus on pace. Each __________
__________
to
and intonation with
__________
__________
to the other readers
__________
__________
student should listen
__________
3. asDo you
________
performance sounds
__________
think
make sure that the
__________
superpowe that the authors would
conversation as possible.
__________
rs? Provid
share the
much like a normal
________
e evidence
from the texts same perspective
__________
on the scienc
to
suppo
__________
e of
rt your claim.
__________
__________
__________
__________
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ring Sources

and
books in the real world,
Compa
the impact of comic
rs. Discussion
a short passage about
in The Science of Superpowe when delivering
• Students will read
it to information given
over another
a
compare and contrast author chooses one style of writing
com to sign up for
an
content, go to timeedge.
should focus on why
For more TIME Edge
information to a reader.
trial.
60-day free

Another

Look at Ge

netic Res
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Comparing Sources, Quick Writing Prompts,
Real‑World Connections, and Opportunities to Develop
Fluency sections offer additional activities for building
comprehension and making connections.
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How to Use This Product (cont.)

Using the Trio Resources
Name: ________________

Trio 4 Culminating

________________

Lesson

________________

_ Date: ________
________

Comparing Anci

Directions: Use the

______

ent Civilizations

three readers to fi
ll in the Venn diagram

and respond to the

Egypt 1336 BC

g Prompt

Days 2–3: Writin

the
have investigated
• Now that students
their groups, they
civilizations within
e to individually
will take that knowledg
prompt. Emphasis
respond to the writing
that
on writing a piece
should be placed
thoroughly and can
answers the question
provided.
time
be finished in the
prompt to students
• Present the writing
it for students.
verbally or by displaying
in the trio, write an
Looking at the books
s as
both the similaritie
essay that illustrates
s between the three
well as the difference
ns: China, Egypt, and
ancient civilizatio
similar? In what ways
Greece. How are they
different?
are they
4
copies of the Trio
• Distribute to students
them
help
to
plan
as they
Rubric (page 187)
e
be evaluated. Emphasiz
see how they will
t part
ent is an importan
that time managem

1. In what ways
are all

of the process.
to
circulate among them
• As students work,
to the rubric as much
help them. Refer them
may
any students who
as possible to help
need further direction.
d,
nt has been complete
• After the assignme
the rubrics to evaluate
students should use
in their
turning
before
their own work
writing.
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China 305 BC

on the board.
• Draw a time line
12 inches, add another
mark 1336 BC. Every
BC,
marking years 836
500 years to the date, AD 1166, AD 1666,
666,
336 BC, AD 166, AD
and AD 2166.
still
in 1666, America was
• Tell students that
and American Indian
composed of colonies
nt of the United States
tribes. The governme
for another 110 years.
form
even
wouldn’t
in the future. Explain
Then, point to 2166
of
jump contains all
that this one 500-year
United States history.
that this
1336 BC. Indicate
• Now go back to
ancient Egypt book
is the year that the
to mark
students come up
takes place. Have
BC and 305 BC belong
432
years
the
where
on the time line.
describe what they
• Ask the class to
in history the three
notice about where
comparison to one
civilizations are in
present
in comparison to
another as well as
this
to think about how
day. Ask students
they
opinions of what
their
might change
this, how might they
have read. Knowing
?
differently
look at the books
one
into six groups. Provide
• Divide the class
group.
in the trio to each
copy of each book
g
a copy of Comparin
student
each
Give
the
(page 186). Using
Ancient Civilizations
s, students will complete
books as reference
the activity sheet.

Greece 432 BC

Day 1: Cross-Book
roup Lesson)
Connections (Small-G On the left,

questions.

three of the cultures

similar?

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
2. How does the
______________
style in which the
authors wrote the
cultures?
books affect the way
you view these
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
______________
25729—Nonfiction
Readers—Te
acher’s Guide
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Each trio has a culminating lesson that combines
small-group work with an individual assignment
designed to allow students to look across
the books in the trio to find similarities and
differences among the books. Each trio lesson
is designed to be given over multiple days and
includes an activity sheet as well as a rubric to
help evaluate student work.

Using Assessment Options
1. Use individual reader assessments at
the end of each lesson. Each lesson is
accompanied by an assessment designed
to be given out at the end of the lesson.
It contains multiple-choice, constructedresponse, and close-reading components.
The assessments mirror the skills being
taught in the lessons and reinforce
classroom learning.
Name: ________________
________

________________

______

________
_ Date: ________

________________

________________

Name: ________________

Directions: Read

each question. Choose

A emperors
B dynasties
C sovereigns
D decades

of the person who
3. What is the name
ruled each Zhou territory?

A king
B ruler
C nobleman
D father

The Write Stuff

of the underlined
2. What is the meaning below?
word in the sentence
bustling stalls
“Just outside the city,
farm implements,
have food, clothing,
to be sold to
and household goods
commoners.”

You have made it
sit in class, you learn

to school and find

instance, a circle with

A tools
B livestock
C coops
D fertilizers

the ideogram for “two”
and they often indicate

Earlier in the Zhou

After the lesson, the
characters to decipher.

72
nt Guide
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69

of things. For example,
look less like pictures,

ed. You notice that

so you need to catch

these students are

up!

a quiz on pictogram

The first is squiggly

tree? Yes!

A
B cause and effect
C sequence
D compare/contrast

word sun.

Now, many characters

how the word is pronounc

teacher gives you

or

were pictograms. For

ls for ideas instead

is two straight lines.

As you

Instead, each word,

the character for the

are ideograms—symbo

very advanced in writing,

A
B It is difficult.
C It is not worth it.
D It is painful.

d by other students.

doesn’t use letters.

dynasty, the symbols

a line through it was

But now, characters

that planting and
4. What does it mean
arduous task?
gathering rice is an
it.
No one wants to do

yourself surrounde

that Chinese writing

character, is a symbol.

believe
“Confucius doesn’t
and
of which text structure:
only achieve peace
passage is an example
Instead, China can
5. The following
thing, insists Qu Yuan.
in doing your own
or her place in society.”
person knows his
harmony when each
problem/solution

© Teacher Created

______

(cont.)
Directions: Read
and annotate this
excerpt from You
Slepian. Circle the
Are There!
words that describe
writing in China. Then, Ancient China 305 BC by Curtis
respond to the prompt.

the best answer.

following analogy.
1. Complete the
::
United States : centuries
_____
China : _________

_________ Date:
________________

Lesson 12: You Are
There!
Ancient China 305
BC

There!
Lesson 12: You Are
BC
Ancient China 305

2. Use informal assessments during each
lesson. Refer to the assessment tips
embedded throughout the lessons to gather
information about students’ reading skills.
Record anecdotal records as they meet the
needs of your classroom.

s, which are the easiest

lines that resemble

branches and roots.

Is it

14. Compare and
contrast Chinese writing
with another language
to highlight the similaritie
. Use examples from
s and differences.
the passage
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
________________
______________
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Lesson 12: You Are
Lesson 11: You Are

Model Lesson:

There! Ancient Greece

432 BC (cont.)

Model Lesson: Makin

During Reading

Images (cont.)
Making Mental

During Reading

practiced
ge Support
that students have
English Langua
1. Model—Now
of descriptions, they
ability, it
making physical images this as more of a
Depending on student
g
allow students
should begin integratin Students should
may be helpful to
their mental
mental, internal process. pictures they are
to continue drawing
the
describing them.
now simply describe
images instead of
read.
they
as
creating
read more of the book,
• Say, “Now that I’ve
me
helped
that
I have a lot of images
if
can slow me down
understand. But it
sketch all my images.
nity—
I have to stop and
Assessment Opportu
to take mental images.
classroom
That’s why I need
Circulate around the
in my mind as
ions and
I need to create movies
and monitor the conversatneed to
to draw them
images
I read without stopping
descriptions. The
paragraph of the
from the book.
out.” Read the first
be based on details
Muscles
Their
Flex
verbally sharing
section The Spartans
Students should be
writing
see in my mind a
descriptions, not simply
on page 12. Say, “I
their
of
lots
are
wall. There
may need
picture of a huge
them down. Students
trying to break
meaning to
strong Spartan soldiers the wall, but
guidance in attaching the image
climb
it is
the wall down and
me
their images—what
d.
it. This picture helps
they just can’t do
helped them understan
Spartans and the
understand how the
fighting.”
always
were
Athenians
After Reading
to the class while
a few of the mental
• Read the next section Ask students to
1. Model—Describe that had strong
students follow along.
images you noticed
images with partners
out that the best mental
share their mental
similarities. Point
in
class for this section.
based on the details
and then with the
images were those
are some things you a
ent Practice—Have
the text. Ask, “What
2. Guided and Independ the rest of the
deeply after you created
reading
understood more
students continue
each
should
They
mental image?”
book with their partners. reading each page.
Practice—Have
after
and Independent
Guided
2.
images
share a mental image
lists of mental
Mental Images graphic
students review their
Distribute the Making
most helped them
to record their images
and choose two that
they
organizer (page 170)
d a new idea. When
of mental images.
deeply understan
and facilitate the sharing
have them return
have made their choices, and compare
the book
.
to those pages in
with the ones published
their mental images
which was more helpful
Ask them to decide
the
ding—
understan
in deepening their
or the mental image.
published picture
as a class.
Discuss their choices
© Teacher Created
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There! Ancient China

305 BC (cont.)

g Predictions (cont.)

1. Model—Now
that students have
read more
of the text, they should
be
astute in their prediction becoming more
they should be reading s. More importantly,
with purpose as the
predictions help them
actively engage with
the text.
• Say, “Raise your
hand if you think
your
predictions are getting
more accurate.
How does reading
more
help you predict more of the text
accurately what
is going to come next?”
Elicit and note
responses from students.
• Sometimes, prediction
s
reader notice certain really help a
details in the text.
Remind them that
this can happen
whether a prediction
is right or wrong.
Say, “For example,
on page 16–17, you
can see the heading
‘For a Poet.’ For that
heading, I predicted
that a holiday was
created in a poet’s
honor. When I read
that it was a boat
race, I was so surprised
because it was so
different from my
prediction! I reread
the section a number
of times to find all
the details to support
the idea that the boat
race
of the poet.” Ask students was in honor
remember a prediction if they can
that really helped
them notice certain
details in the text.
2. Guided and Independ
ent Practice—Have
students finish reading
the book while
making and sharing
predictions based
on headings. Distribute
the Headings and
Predictions graphic
organizer (page 181)
for
students to record
their predictions for
each
two-page spread
remaining in the book.

English Langua

ge Support

Remind students
to continue to use
their prediction sentence
frames as
needed. Continue
to show students
how to use visual
clues on the page
to help them make
predictions. Allow
students to describe
their
on the graphic organizer predictions
using symbols
and phrases and not
just sentences.
Assessment Opportu
nity—Look
for predictions that
are off target
and ask, “What in
the text
you think that?” Model made
how to
keep predictions
text-based by
skimming the text
rather than
basing prediction
s entirely on
prior knowledge.
Coach individual
students by asking
them to go back
to the text and tally
any information
that supported their
predictions.

After Reading

1. Model—Review
a few of
noticed as you circulated the predictions you
through the room.
Point out successes
as well as struggles
that
grew into successes
. Say, “Making prediction
is supposed to help
a reader actively notice s
details in the text.
Who feels like they
noticed
more details than
usual today because
they
were making prediction
s?” Discuss any
responses.

2. Guided and Independ
ent Practice—Have
students work with
a partner to develop
some tips they would
offer someone who
was just learning
how to make prediction
s
while reading. Ask
students to explain
their
tips with the class.
© Teacher Created
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Using Technology Options
1. Use the audio recordings of the readers
as models of fluent reading. The digital
resources include professional audio
recordings of the books. Play the audio
files of the books to support students as a
prereading activity, during fluency practice,
or in a center.
2. Use the Interactiv‑eBooks to enhance
the reading experience. This kit includes
interactiv‑eBooks that guide students toward
independent reading and engage them
in fully interactive experiences. Students
can hear the texts read aloud, view video
clips and book trailers, record their own
readings, and complete interactive activities
to build academic skills—from close
reading to comprehension and writing. The
interactiv‑eBooks can be used in a variety
of instructional settings and help support
numerous literacy and learning goals.
For a detailed overview of how to use the
interactiv‑eBooks in the classroom, see pages
39–41.
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How to Use This Product (cont.)

About the Books
TIME Nonfiction Readers is designed to enhance
any reading program. Each book motivates
students to want to read because of its
high‑interest content and engaging visuals. The
authentic reading experiences help students
develop vocabulary, comprehension, and
fluency skills.

Special Features in the Books
Each reader includes the following special
features to enhance the reading experience:
Think Link
• Introduces main
concepts
• Poses critical-thinking
questions or key points
to encourage reading
with a purpose

Leveling Components
Each book offers a variety of specialized features,
including the following:
• detailed and descriptive text with
sentences of varying lengths
• frequent use of sophisticated fonts in
sidebars and chapter headings
• a bibliography, which includes fiction
titles, to keep students reading
• a Try It! section to extend and support
the content
• a glossary, an index, and a table of
contents as key nonfiction text features
• increased use of illustrations, graphics,
primary sources, and photographs
• interactive spreads to prompt critical
thinking
• between 100 and 250 words per page
spread for robust reading experiences
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Dig Deeper!
• Provides background
knowledge to access a
deeper understanding
• Offers a variety of
text types, including
instructions, maps,
diagrams, and
interviews
• Provides high‑interest
graphics and
interaction
Stop! Think…
• Poses additional
critical-thinking
questions
• Guides students
in expanding their
visual literacy and
comprehension using
information from
charts, graphs, and
more
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How to Use This Product (cont.)

Word Counts and Level Correlations
Pages

Word
Count

TCM
Level

Guided
Reading
Level

DRA
Level

Lexile®
Measure

History of Video Games

48

3,691

6.8

U

60

840L

History of Monster Movies

48

3,480

6.9

V

60

850L

History of Comic Books

48

4,194

6.7

V

60

830L

Struggle for Survival: Water

48

3,488

6.3

W

60

830L

Struggle for Survival: Fire

48

3,212

6.3

V

60

990L

Struggle for Survival: Shelter

48

3,538

6.3

W

60

880L

The Science of Monsters

64

4,359

6.9

X

60

880L

The Science of Magic

64

4,194

6.7

X

60

870L

The Science of Superpowers

64

3,549

6.4

W

60

840L

You Are There! Ancient Egypt
1336 BC

32

2,328

6.0

V

60

920L

You Are There! Ancient Greece
432 BC

32

2,349

6.4

X

60

910L

You Are There! Ancient China
305 BC

32

2,435

6.3

V

60

860L

Young Adult Literature:
Dystopian Worlds

48

3,488

6.8

Y

60

810L

Young Adult Literature:
The Worlds Inside Us

48

3,395

6.6

Z

60

850L

Young Adult Literature:
Magical Worlds

48

3,036

6.8

X

60

850L

Grade 6 Title
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How to Use this Product (cont.)

Using This Program in a Balanced Literacy Model
TIME Nonfiction Readers is a supplemental
leveled reading program that can be flexibly
implemented in a balanced literacy model.
The high‑interest books provide an engaging
reading experience while supporting the
development of important reading skills that
include comprehension, fluency, vocabulary, and
word study. The comprehensive Teacher’s Guide
with step‑by‑step, scaffolded model lessons and
student activities can be easily incorporated into
any block of a balanced literacy model, including
large group, guided reading groups, literature
circles, and independent work time. Multiple
assessment opportunities will diagnose students’
needs and help direct teachers as they plan
for differentiation and inform their instruction
as they move students toward mastery of key
reading and writing skills.

Guided Reading
Two key features of TIME Nonfiction Readers allow
it to be effectively used within a guided reading
framework. First, it can serve to target specific
word‑analysis skills. Second, the high‑interest
leveled books make them ideal selections for use
with groups that need practice at certain reading
levels and with general reading skills.
The readers are ideal to use with small teacher‑led
guided reading groups. The high‑interest leveled
books in this kit make them ideal selections to use
with readers who read at levels 6.0–6.9. The chart
on page 29 indicates the reading levels of the
books included within this kit.
The easy-to-follow lesson plans offer a carefully
scaffolded format that provides explicit teacher
modeling through think-alouds as well as guided
practice to use with peers and independently.
Teachers may use the readers in a variety
of small-group settings, including guided
reading groups and as an intervention with
struggling readers.
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Lesson Plan Structure: The core of the
guided reading lesson is organized around
before-, during-, and after-reading activities
and suggestions. Each book targets two main
strategies or skills: one comprehension and
one close reading. (Refer to page 231 for a
complete list of the skills addressed in this kit.)
Each comprehension strategy lesson is carefully
scaffolded using teacher modeling, guided
practice, and independent practice. The lessons
are designed to provide a rich menu for teachers
to pick and choose from as they differentiate
instruction for students. If needed, the lessons
can also be used as quick reviews or mini‑lessons.
Leveled Practice and Other Reading Skills:
Each reader included in the program has been
leveled for use in small groups of students with
similar reading levels. In addition to teaching
the specific comprehension skills that students
need to read nonfiction, the lesson plans for the
readers also include carefully crafted instruction
in the following areas of literacy:
• Word Analysis: Word analysis is broken
into two sections: Etymology and Breaking
Down Words. The Etymology sections look
at the history of certain words and how they
have developed over time. Breaking Down
Words looks at how words are put together
and how words are built. Each word-analysis
activity is accompanied by a student activity
sheet to extend the learning beyond
the lesson.
• Academic Vocabulary: Students study
key academic vocabulary through the use
of dictionaries, graphic organizers, drama,
sketching, and glossary use. Many of the
activities are appropriate for whole‑class
work in a vocabulary session focusing
on activities suggested in the lesson
plans for vocabulary development or for
word‑knowledge practice.
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How to Use This Product (cont.)

Using This Program in a Balanced Literacy Model (cont.)
Guided Reading (cont.)
• Fluency: Fluency activities focus on reading
text aloud while also focusing on stress,
phrasing, pausing, pace, and intonation.
These activities are designed to be highly
engaging for students.
• Progress Monitoring: Assessment options
are found directly in each lesson so that
teachers can keep ongoing formative
assessment records and adjust instruction
accordingly. During the lessons, frequent
assessment checks and suggestions for
observing students while reading offer
concrete ways to inform instruction and
chart student progress in the program. The
activity sheets that accompany each lesson
also provide assessment checks for the
teacher. The informal and formal assessments
are included in easy‑to‑use formats.

Other Blocks of Balanced Literacy
Writing: The lesson plan for each book includes
an engaging writing activity. Additionally, further
writing tasks are integrated into the student
activity sheets. The writing activities vary in style
but are all designed to be completed in single
writing sessions to allow teachers to fit this
important practice into class time.
Learning Centers and Independent Practice:
One of the challenges of a balanced literacy
classroom is making sure the students who
are not in the small instructional group with
which the teacher is currently working are
constructively engaged. TIME Nonfiction Readers
lesson plans provide ample suggestions and
materials for independent student use and for
the development of centers. For example, three
high-interest activity sheets are included for each
book. Students may complete these practice
pages independently after reading the book.
Independent Reading: Students who spend
more time reading independently outperform
their peers on standardized tests and other
measures. Time spent reading independently
is the best predictor of reading achievement
(Anderson, Wilson, & Fielding 1988). The books
from the TIME Nonfiction Readers series provide
easy-to-read, high-interest content. They can be
added to classroom libraries for independent
reading selections.
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Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire

Focus Objectives
Students will be able to:
• determine an authentic purpose for reading.
• assess the persuasiveness of an argument.

Language Objective
• Students will replace everyday vocabulary with
precise word choices.

Word Analysis
• Etymology: Students will explore the origin
of the word catastrophe.
• Breaking Down Words: Students will examine
and use the prefix ex– to determine and
clarify the meaning of words.
• Over and Out student activity sheet
(page 97)

Comprehension
• Model Lesson: Establishing Purpose:
Students will set a purpose for reading
in order to increase engagement and
comprehension.
• Finding the Purpose graphic organizer
(page 98)

Close Reading
• Close-Reading Lesson: Analytical Filter:
Students will assess the persuasiveness of
an argument.
• Closer Look: The Importance of Fire for Survival
close-reading passage (page 99)
• Fire Is Important close-reading student
activity sheet (page 100)
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Comparing Sources
• Students will find similarities and differences
when looking at two sources about similar
topics.
• Struggle for Survival: Fire (pages 6–17) and
Another Look at Fire student activity sheet
(page 101)

Quick Writing Prompt
• Students will write paragraphs using
accurate and credible sources to support
claims about how best to survive the cold.

Real-World Connections
• Students will create classroom
emergency kits.

Opportunities to Develop Fluency
• Students will create and perform
informational public service announcements
(PSA).
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Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)

Reader’s Guide Reminder
The Reader’s Guide questions in each book encourage students
to think critically and can serve as class discussion starters.
Suggested answers are provided in the Digital Resources.

Word Analysis
1. Etymology—Remind students that
language is something that is alive and
always changing. New words are created and
added to languages when they are needed.
• Write the word catastrophe where all
students can see. Ask if any of them
have heard this word before, and allow
all students to share their descriptions.
Have students sketch their ideas of a
catastrophe and share them with partners.
• Write the following: kata = down; strophe
= turn. Ask, “Can you define the meaning
of catastrophe using its Greek roots?”
Guide students in defining catastrophe as
“a downward turn, a bad end, an unlucky
turn of events”. Clarify that a catastrophe is
a large, often sudden, disaster or ending.
Ask students to give examples of the
kinds of things that could be considered
catastrophes (earthquakes, tornadoes,
hurricanes, tsunamis, volcanoes, etc.).
• Say, “When I look at the word’s Greek
roots, it makes me think that something
really disastrous must have happened that
people needed to describe. But it wasn’t
until 1748 that this word started to mean
‘sudden disaster.’” Tell students that in
1748, an engineer found the ruins of the
town of Pompeii. It had been buried under
several feet of ash and rock for hundreds
of years since the volcano Mt. Vesuvius
erupted. Allow all students to describe
their ideas and connections.
End by telling the class that though
we don’t know for sure if that’s why
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catastrophe means what it does, studying
what happened in history can help us put
words into context.
2. Breaking Down Words—Divide the class into
teams and ask each team to get out a sheet
of paper. Tell them that each team will have
two minutes to brainstorm a list of words that
begin with the prefix ex–. When two minutes
are up, have students share their lists.
• Say, “It’s one thing to think of a lot of words
that use a prefix and another to know
what the prefix means.” Write the meaning
on the board: ex– = “out.” Ask students to
pick examples from their lists and give
definitions of the words that use the
word out.
• Write intensifying force on the board. Tell
students that ex– sometimes has what
is called an intensifying force. This adds
“strength” or “intensity” to the meaning
of a word. Point out how ex– means “out”
in the word exhale but means “very” in
the word excited. Say, “We often have to
try out both meanings to see which one
makes the most sense in the context. It’s
not always easy to tell which meaning
fits best, so you need to use your best
judgment. Sometimes, both meanings
will fit.”
• For further practice, have students
complete the Over and Out student activity
sheet (page 97).
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Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)

Model Lesson: Establishing Purpose
Before Reading
1. Model—Tell students, “We read
informational texts for a purpose or a reason.
Sometimes, we have questions we want
answered. Maybe we need to learn more
about a topic so we can present it in a report.
Sometimes, we want to learn about a topic
to learn how to do something. There can be
more than one purpose for reading a book,
and different people will often have different
purposes. Deciding on my purposes for
reading helps me stay engaged in the text
and remember what I read.”
• Read aloud the section “In a Cold, Dark
World” on pages 4–5. After reading, say,
“This introduction makes me think of
some different purposes I might have as
a reader for reading this text. I think it will
tell me what kinds of skills I need to stay
alive. Plus, the heading makes me think
that the book will talk about light, while
the title tells me I will learn about fire. But
we can also think about the purpose that
the author had for writing the text. What
was the message that she was trying to
get across to the readers?” Ask students
what kinds of purposes the author had
for the reader. What are some purposes
the reader might have or reasons why
someone would want to read this book?
• Read the sidebar “Practice Carefully”
aloud. Say, “This part is really specific.
It tells me that I will learn how to start
a fire safely. That’s a good purpose for
someone who wants to be prepared in an
emergency situation.”
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2. Guided and Independent Practice—
Distribute the Finding the Purpose activity
sheet (page 98) to students. Review the six
purposes listed on the activity sheet. Read
the section “The Importance of Fire for
Survival” aloud to the class. After reading, ask
them to turn to partners and describe which
of the purposes are served by this section.
Have students share their ideas and explain
how they made their decisions. Say, “After
reading the heading and the rest of the
section, I decided that a reader could read
this section to answer the question, Why is
fire important?”
• Explain to students that they are going
to work with partners to identify the
different purposes for reading Struggle for
Survival: Fire. Have students read pages
8–19 in pairs. When they finish reading
the section, they should collaboratively
decide on two purposes for reading this
section. Students complete two boxes
on the Finding the Purpose activity sheet
(page 98) for the two purposes chosen.

English Language Support
Tell students to focus on just one
purpose for the section. If necessary,
guide them to a specific page or
pages that have an obvious purpose
and/or a helpful heading. Offer
sentence frames to help them
articulate the purpose for reading.
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Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)

Model Lesson: Establishing Purpose (cont.)
During Reading
1. Model—Say, “I read the section ‘A Toothpaste
Fire’ so when I’m done, I can write a report.
What’s my purpose?” Response should be
“to do something with the information.”
Ask a few students to share examples from
their activity sheets. Emphasize that there
is often more than one purpose that can be
identified for a text. It is up to the reader to
make the final judgment!
2. Guided and Independent Practice—Have
students read pages 20–31 with partners.
When they are done reading the section,
they should collaboratively decide on two
purposes for reading this section. Please note
that this section has the best opportunity to
“read to study a point of view” in the sidebar
about Richard Duarte (page 20). Students
complete two more boxes on the Finding the
Purpose activity sheet (page 98) for the two
purposes they have chosen.
• When students have identified and
explained the two purposes on their
activity sheets, ask for volunteers to
share. Make sure at least one student pair
identifies “point of view” as a purpose for
this section. Clarify that readers know
there is a specific point of view when a
person’s name is mentioned.
• Have students read the rest of the book
(pages 32–43) with partners. They now
need to decide how the text serves the
remaining two possible purposes on their
activity sheets.

English Language Support
Have students first express their
thoughts in their own words. If
needed, help them to replace some
of their word choices with more
sophisticated vocabulary from the
graphic organizer.

After Reading
1. Model—Discuss with students why it is
important to know what purpose a reader
could have for reading an informational text.
Was there one purpose they could have used
more than once? Is there one purpose they
feel they use too much? Not enough?
2. Guided and Independent Practice—Ask
students to turn to their partners and
describe the relationship between a reader’s
purpose and how closely a reader reads
the text. After they’ve had time to discuss,
ask them to share their ideas. Finally, ask
students what they would do to make
reading the informational texts they are
required to read in school more interesting
to other students their age, basing their ideas
on what they have learned.

Assessment Opportunity—
Circulate as students work and
listen for students giving reasons
to back up purpose choices. Jump
in as needed and ask why partners
made a given choice. Keep asking
questions to get their purposes as
specific as possible.
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Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)

Close-Reading: Analytical Filter—Persuasiveness
Introduction
1. Distribute the Closer Look: The Importance
of Fire for Survival close-reading passage
(page 99).
2. First Read: Have students read the excerpt
independently to get the gist. Students
should star interesting or tricky words that
they find as they read. After they are done
reading independently, ask students to
describe the main ideas from the passage.
3. Direct students to the filter and focus box
on the activity sheet. Remind them that the
purpose of a close reading is to read with a
specific filter in mind.
• Tell them they are going to read with
an analytical filter, focusing on the
persuasive parts in the passage. In other
words, they will filter everything as they
read, focusing only on how the text
persuades them.
4. Direct students to the driving question on
the activity sheet and read it aloud: How
persuasive is the author’s claim that fire is
important for survival? This is the question
they need to keep in mind while rereading
the text.
5. Remind students that the persuasiveness of
a claim rests on having supporting reasons
and convincing word choices. The emotions
of the reader (pathos) can also be used to
make an argument seem more convincing
(ethos) or urgent (kairos).

Activity
6. Second Read: Have students read the
passage again and circle the phrases that
make a claim. They should underline the
evidence that supports each claim. After
students have completed their annotation,
ask them to review their notes.
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7. After marking each sentence with the
necessary notes, students should look back
at the passage. Say, “I notice that the author
is using a lot of persuasive language in this
passage. Why would she try to persuade
readers of the importance of fire?”
• If any students are having a hard time
organizing their notes, it may be helpful
to color-code the passage by highlighting
where the author is using convincing
word choices in one color and where the
author supports her reasoning in another.
8. Third Read: Tell students they will read the
passage a third time. This time, they will
look for how the author may be using the
emotions of the reader to create a persuasive
argument. They should write a “#” any time
they think this is happening. Suggest that
they add or erase anything as needed. After
students have completed their third reads,
ask them to share their answers to the
driving question, referring to and using their
evidence in response.
9. Distribute the Fire Is Important activity
sheet (page 100). Have students answer
the questions independently, using their
annotated passage to help. They may share
and compare responses with partners after a
set amount of independent time.

English Language Support
Allow students to only answer
questions 2 and 3. Help students
identify key words from the
questions. Guide them in using
those key words to scan the passage
and find evidence.
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Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)

Comparing Sources
Have students read a passage from TIME Edge, Another Look at Fire (page 101), and compare
and contrast it with information given in Struggle for Survival: Fire. Discussion should focus on
why an author chooses one style of writing over another when delivering information to a
reader. For more TIME Edge content, go to timeedge.com to sign up for a 60-day free trial.

Quick Writing Prompt
Instruct students to use the section “Can You Overdo It in the Cold?” (pages 34–35) to write
responses to the following prompt: Describe how a person should stay warm in extreme cold and
what to avoid. If you use someone else’s ideas, make sure you credit them by using their title and
their name (if you know it).
• Below-grade-level students: Write pieces that offer two to three pieces of evidence to
support the claim.
• On-grade-level students: Write pieces that offer three to five pieces of evidence to
support the claim.
• Above-grade-level students: Write pieces that offer three to five pieces of
well‑organized evidence to support the claim. At least two different sources from the
book are referenced in the writing.

Real-World Connections
• Working in teams, students use the
information found on pages 22–23 about
fire-making kits and 26–27 about bug-out
packs to design the ideal emergency pack
for the classroom. Students should consider
things like where the school is located, what
kinds of environments they would most
likely be facing, and the number of people
to prepare for. Groups should present their
designs to the class. The class can synthesize
all the designs into the final real emergency
pack that will be stored in the classroom.
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Opportunities to Develop Fluency
• Public Service Announcements (PSAs)—
Students work in small groups to create
and perform short PSAs that teach about
survival skills. Students may choose one of
the following topics and page numbers to
create their PSAs. How to: build a fire (14–15),
make a bow drill (16–17), make a toothpaste
fire (18–19), make a pine knot torch (30–31),
or use the sky for help (32–33). Allow time
for groups to create their scripts by copying
lines straight from the text, adding their own
touches to help it flow. Students should have
their own copies of their lines to read when
performing—no memorizing! The goal is for
students to speak with strong expression
focusing on correct stress and pacing.
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Name: __________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Closer Look: The Importance of Fire
for Survival
Directions: First Read—read for the gist of the text. Star key words and phrases as you read.
Second Read—Circle each phrase that makes a claim, and underline the evidence that supports each
claim. Third Read—Write a # any time you think emotions are being used. Review and revise to find
the best evidence to support the driving question.
Analytical Filter—Focus on Persuasiveness
Driving Question: How persuasive is the author’s claim that fire is important for survival?
Margin Notes The Importance of Fire for Survival

Margin Notes

Imagine the planet in total darkness. It might feel like
being transported back in time. What was it like when
people had to survive off the land with only the most
primitive resources? What did people use as sources of
heat and light?
Fire, one of the most important forces of nature, is a
truly valued resource. But be careful—it can have both
positive and negative impacts since it can both help and
harm you. Fire provides heat and light, which is necessary
to sustain and regenerate life. But it can also be very
destructive and can damage anything in its path in the
blink of an eye.
Fire has been a key part of survival for millions of years.
If you are building a fire to survive, you probably want
the fire to provide many different things. You’ll need fire
to stay warm and dry, especially in cold areas, which
is essential for survival. Fire can also illuminate the
darkness, and having fire means you can cook food or
melt snow or ice into drinking water. Smoke from a fire
could also help others locate you.
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Name: __________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Fire Is Important
Directions: Use your notes from The Importance of Fire for Survival passage to answer the following
questions. Be sure to include evidence from the text in your responses.
1. Which claims in the text are supported by reasons? Which are not?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. Look at the evidence presented to support the argument that fire can harm you. Is the
evidence good enough to support the claim? How could it be better?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. What evidence is presented to support the claim that fire can provide many different things?
How can you tell that this is strong evidence?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
4. What emotions are brought out in the reader? Does this help the argument to be more or less
persuasive? Explain with examples from the text.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire
Directions: Read each question. Choose the best answer.

1. What is the name of the chemical
reaction that takes place between
oxygen and fuel?

A
B
C
D

ignition
friction
carbon
combustion

3. The author gives the following advice
about starting a fire: “Be patient and
don’t give up.” What can be inferred
from this statement?

A
B
C

Starting a fire is easy.

D

Don’t ever try to start a fire.

Starting a fire is not easy.
Starting a fire can be done
quickly.

2. Where is the best location to start
a fire?

A
B
C
D

an area that is flat and grassy
in between several dry bushes
an area that is dry and flat
on the slope of a hill

4. How should you block wind when
starting a fire?

A
B
C
D

with your body
with a tree branch
with grass
with your jacket

5. What role does toothpaste play in starting a “toothpaste fire”?

A
B
C
D

fuel
ignition
polish
tinder
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Name: __________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)
Directions: Read each question. Choose the best answer.

6. If you live in a city when a catastrophe
happens, experts advise that you
______________ as soon as possible.

A
B
C
D

stay
leave

7. If a person needs to use a bug-out
pack, what conclusion can be drawn?

A

The person’s house needs
pest control.

B

An emergency situation has
happened, and the person
needs to leave home for a period
of time.

C

The person has a cut and needs
to use disinfectant.

D

The person is going on a
weekend camping trip.

hide
forage

8. What happens when wood is used to
start a fire? Choose the answer that
best describes the stages from start
to finish.

9. Which of the following sentences is a
command?

A

“When it’s time to put out the
fire, remove the fuel (wood), the
heat, or the oxygen.”

B

“Fire is a chemical reaction
between oxygen and some type
of fuel such as wood.”

A

igniting, smothering, smoking,
blazing

B

smoking, igniting, blazing
smothering

C

igniting, smoking, blazing,
smothering

C

“The gas is in the smoke that
starts to rise.”

D

smoking, smothering, igniting,
blazing

D

“The wood continues to burn
and turns to char.”

10. What does movement have to do with staying warm?

A
B
C
D
42

It helps a person to avoid panic.
It makes a person hungry.
It leads to a good night’s sleep.
It increases circulation.
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Name: __________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)
Directions: Read and respond to each question. Provide evidence from the text in your response.
11. According to the text, how can you make a fire starter using dryer lint?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
12. Compare and contrast hot and cold deserts.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
13. Based on the text, what are some different uses for the yucca plant?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Lesson 5: Struggle for Survival: Fire (cont.)
Directions: Read and annotate the excerpt from Struggle for Survival: Fire by Christine Dugan.
Underline any words/sentences in which the author makes claims or uses the readers’ emotions
to make her point about the importance of heat and light in emergency situations. Then, answer
the question.
Afraid of the Dark?
It’s difficult to imagine a large populated city going completely dark. But it has
happened, and it will probably happen again. It pays to be prepared and know how
to create light from different resources. While knowing how to build a fire for light is a
great skill, you only want to do that if you absolutely have to. Prepare ahead of time by
gathering things that already make light (such as flashlights, lanterns, and candles) in an
emergency kit.
Knowing what common items can be used as sources of light is an important survival
skill. Did you know that crayons make excellent candles? These colored tubes of wax will
burn for about 30 minutes each. If something happens to your candles or flashlights,
crayons can be great last-minute replacements.
A large fire, or bonfire, can help you stay warm and create ample light. But you
should be very careful where you build any fires. Make sure all fires are located in safe
places and that they won’t spread out of control. Ideally, you would have some tools on
hand for cutting firewood. A chainsaw would be great, but it requires fuel, so you might
need to locate smaller tools, such as an axe or a log splitter.
14. Which claims about being prepared to find heat and light in an emergency situation are
supported by reasons in the text?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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What do you think it would be like to suddenly
have the world go dark? All the modern inventions you
expect to easily use—lights, cell phones, computers—
suddenly stop working. It is hard to imagine such an
extreme situation as being somewhere with no phone, no
electricity, and no Internet.
Consider what you might need to survive such a
scenario. It is always good to be prepared for anything
that could happen. If the world suddenly goes dark for a
long period of time, you may start looking for the basic
necessities to survive. Heat and light are important for
survival, but where would you find heat and light in
an emergency?

The skills needed to survive a serious emergency
do not require heroic acts or great physical strength.
The skills you need to stay alive will work if you keep
calm and make good choices. You need to know about
the environment you are in when disaster strikes. How
can that environment help you? What challenges do
you need to overcome? Facing a tough situation with
determination will help you stay alive!

Trying It Out

You can take
a survival clas
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different way
s to stay alive.
The Boulder
Outdoor Surv
ival School cl
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o Describe what fire provides for you
in a survival situation.

o Why are heat and light so important
when fighting to survive?

Imagine the planet in total darkness. It might feel
like being transported back in time. What was it like
when people had to survive off the land with only
the most primitive resources? What did people use as
sources of heat and light?

o Which do you think is more
important: heat or light?

Fire, one of the most important forces of nature, is a
truly valued resource. But be careful—it can have both
positive and negative impacts since fire can both help
and harm you. Fire provides heat and light, which is
necessary to sustain and regenerate life. But it can also
be very destructive and can damage anything in its path
in the blink of an eye.
Fire has been a key part of survival for
millions of years. If you are building a fire
to survive, you probably want the fire to
provide many different things. You’ll need
fire to stay warm and dry, especially in
cold areas, which is essential for survival.
Fire can also illuminate the darkness,
and having fire means you can cook food
or melt snow or ice into drinking water.
Smoke from a fire could also help others
locate you.
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1400°C
1200°C
1000°C

How Hot Is That Flam
e?

800°C

You know fire is ho
t, but how hot is
it? That depends on
the type of fire
and the environmen
t in which it is
burning. Even a cand
le has different
temperatures within
it. Look at the
diagram and determ
ine the difference
between the hottest
and coldest part of
the candle flame.
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What Is Fire?

3

The wood continues
to burn and turns into
char, which is made up
of carbon and ash. This
creates the flames that
rise from the fire. These
flames can be different
colors depending on
the fuel that is burning
and how hot the fire is.

Fire is a chemical reaction between oxygen and some type of fuel,
such as wood. This is also called combustion. Here is what happens
when wood is heated and catches fire.

1

Watch It Ignite!
Something has to ignite
the wood, which means
something heats the
wood to a temperature
at which a fire begins.
The heat can come
from a source such as
a match, lightning,
friction, or focused light.

Putting It Out

2

Up in Smoke
The wood reaches
about 302 degrees
Fahrenheit (°F), which
is the same as 150
degrees Celsius (°C). The
wood starts breaking
down because of the
heat, so part of the
wood is changing from
a solid into a gas. The
gas is in the smoke that
starts to rise.

8

Flaming Fire

When it’s time to put out
the fire, the fuel (wood), the
heat, or the oxygen must be
removed. Taking wood out
of a fire can be very tricky
when the wood is hot. The
most common (and safest)
methods are to remove the
heat from fire by dousing it
with water or to remove the
oxygen by smothering the
fire with dirt or sand.
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Staying Warm
You can’t survive in cold environments for long
without proper clothing and shelter . Without heat or
protection, you risk letting your body temperature drop
too low . Heat sources help keep your body warm and dry .
With proper heat, you can survive cold temperatures and
wet surroundings .

Body Temperatures

Hypothermia occurs wh
en your body temperat
ure
is dangerously low (be
low 95°F or 35°C) from
cold temperature or ex
posure. A healthy core
body temperature is be
tween 98°F and 99°F
(36.7°C and 37.2°C).
Here are the conversion
s for changing Fahrenh
eit to
Celsius and Celsius to Fa
hrenheit.

o To convert F to C: subtract 32
and divide by 9.

o To covert C to F: multiply by
and add 32.
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, multiply by 5,

9, divide by 5,

If your body temperat

ure is 92°F, what is it in

°C?

ure is 37°C , what is it in

°F?

If your body temperat

The Perfect Temperature
You are always trying to find the right temperature that
feels good for your body . Usually when you feel cold, you
can turn up the heat in your house or car . Your family might
build a fire in a fireplace using matches, newspaper, and
wood . Or maybe they simply ignite the gas . You can cuddle
under blankets or layer on extra clothes . But if you need
to stay warm and dry to survive in an emergency situation,
you must know how to light a fire or generate heat in
different ways .
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Can You Overdo It in the Cold?
The main purpose of building a fire in an emergency
is to keep you warm . Creating a warm fire, covering your
body with proper clothing, and building a shelter will all
help you stay warm .
Moving and keeping your body active will also help
you stay warm . Movement keeps your body’s blood
circulating, which moves heat throughout your body to
places such as your fingers and toes .

But is there a way you can overdo it? Can you cause
other problems by moving too much? Most certainly!
Movement and activity cause your body to burn calories .
Your body needs those calories to stay warm . As your body
burns its necessary calories, it is easier for hypothermia to
set in .
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Starting a Fire

Location, Location, Location

In a perfect world, you would be able to create a fire in
a flat area without any wind . There would also be a large
supply of wood nearby, and you could start a fire simply by
building the perfect structure and igniting it with the flick
of a single match . But how could you do that in the pouring
rain or in the middle of a city or a desert? What if you had
no matches or lighters, and you didn’t have any pieces of
dry wood? You may have to get creative about how and
where you start a fire, but luckily, there are many ways to
get flames going!
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Some places are more ideal for building fires and
keeping them going than others . Try to find dry ground and
a flat surface . You want your fire to be close to a source of
wood and close to your sources of shelter and water . Once
you’ve found a good spot, you’re ready to light the fire .
Begin by gathering wood and stacking it in a tepee-like
shape in your selected fire area . The wood should be dry
and positioned so that it can easily catch and maintain fire .
The tepee shape will help the fire burn steadily without
being smothered . Once your wood stack is ready, you can
begin to light the fire .

airflow
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A decreased airflow means
that the fire will burn
fuel slower than if it were
started above ground.
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It Only Takes a Spark
Tinder, kindling, and logs are different types of fuel
necessary to start fires. Tinder is the light material that
catches fire easily with one spark. This might be grass,
leaves, moss, or straw that is completely dry. Usually, a
pile of tinder that is about the size of two fists is enough
to get a fire started.

From Tinder to Flame

Clear the Area

Don’t build a
fire where it is
unsafe or
where other ob
jects may catc
h fire. Find
a spot away fr
om dry trees
and brush.
Consider how
strong the win
d is
when buildin
g a fire. Remem blowing
ber that
a forest fire w
ould be a mu
ch bigger
problem for yo
u to solve!

Lighting tinder is the first step in getting a fire going,
and it only takes a single spark! Matches allow you
to do this quickly, but if disaster strikes and you don’t
have any matches available, you will need to rely on
other materials. Rubbing two pieces of wood together
can create enough heat to start a spark. Flint is a kind
of metal that will produce sparks when steel is rubbed
against it. A magnifying glass or a camera lens lined up
with the sun can create a hot spot that will ignite tinder.
At first, it might seem impossible to start even the
smallest spark. Be patient, and don’t give up. Remember
that people have been starting fires for a million years.
With the right materials and a persistent attitude, you
can get a fire going, too.
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A Bow Drill
What happens when you don’t have matches handy?
Don’t worry; there are ways to meet this extreme challenge!
One method of fire starting has been used for thousands
of years and is called the bow drill, which consists of a
fire board, a bow, a drill or a spindle, and a socket or a
“handhold .”
The fire board consists of a soft, dry wooden board . The
preliminary step includes digging out part of the center of
the board to make a small pit . Cut a notch in the fire board
from the pit to the edge . Once you’ve completed these
steps, place the board on the ground so the notch is directly
above a small pile of tinder .
Next, construct a bow by curving a branch and tying a
string or a rope to each end . Twist the drill around the bow’s
string, and situate the drill in the small pit . The socket, which
should be made of hard wood, goes above the drill and is
where you will apply pressure to hold the drill in place .

Once you have the bow, drill, and socket
prepared, you’re ready to start your fire . If there is
any discernable wind, try to position yourself so
that your body creates a blockade from the wind
to prevent it from blowing out your fire . Firmly
press down on the socket with one hand and
quickly pull the bow back and forth with the
other, thus spinning the drill . The friction
against the fire board will create smoke,
which will slowly become a small ember .
Gently blowing on the ember will produce
a fire! This method takes time and effort, so
remember to be patient and persistent .

A Matchbook, Please!

Today, matches make it easy to
start fires. Matchbooks were
invented in the late 1800s. Match
heads contain sulfur that ignites
and sets the matchstick on fire.
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out of control quickly.
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A Toothpaste Fire?
If only you could start a fire with familiar items you
might have in your home  .  .  .  . Well, you can! You can start
a fire with an aluminum soda can and toothpaste . Getting
innovative about how to make flames may help you survive
dire situations . This trick requires sunlight and tinder .

To get started on a toothpaste fire, rub toothpaste on the
bottom of the can in tiny circles . You’re actually using the
toothpaste to polish the can . Wipe off the excess toothpaste .
If you do it well, the bottom of the can should clearly
reflect your face as you look at it .

The bottoms of soda cans often have dull finishes .
If you look closely at a can, you’ll see there are subtle
lines that indicate the grain of the aluminum . These lines
make it difficult for the sun’s rays to reflect off the can
because the lines scatter the rays . A polished can bottom
that looks like a mirror works better for reflecting and
concentrating sunlight .

Then, place some tinder at the center of the can bottom .
Point the bottom of the can toward the sun, and eventually
the tinder should start to smolder as the sun’s rays reflect
off the bottom of the can . Once the tinder is smoldering,
add it to a bigger bundle and blow until a flame appears .
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Safety First

If you are ever trapped in a cold, dark place with no
easy way to make light and heat, stay calm . Remember,
there are several different things you can do to stay alive
and safe . What you need to do to survive depends on where
you are and what materials you have available . If you are
in a city, what could you use for heat and light to stay alive?

Many experts advise leaving the city as soon as possible
in the event of a catastrophe . There might be more
resources available to you in a city at first, but there would
also be more people looking for those same materials .
Soon, people may fight over food and water . That kind of
conflict can become dangerous .

A Lightbulb Moment

Modern inventions help us
create
light with the flip of a switch
.
What an unsettling idea to
think
of a disaster in which lamps
and lightbulbs would not wo
rk.
Here is a list of important
light
inventions:
o 1780—oil lamp
o 1792—gas lamp
o 1867—fluorescent lamp
o 1875—electric lightbulb
o 1962—light-emitting diode
(LED) lights

Help From FEMA

Federal Emergency
FEMA stands for the
nt
This is the governme
Management Agency.
e
th
and states in
office that helps cities
natural disasters.
th
wi
United States deal
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How many years ago were
LED
lights invented?
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Bug-Out Pack

Inside the Pack

In the event of a serious emergency, some city dwellers
may want to get out of the cities as quickly as possible .
This means planning ahead and being prepared and packed
are key . Getting together a “bug-out pack” is part of
this plan .

These are some essential items you may find in a
bug-out pack:
• water and filters
• nonperishable food for at least three days
• two sets of clothes so you have one that is
dry at all times
• tent and sleeping bag
• first aid kit
• fire starters
• rope or cord
• multi-tool, including a knife
• solar recharger
• compass
• lighting tool (headlamp,
candle, or LED light)

This special pack includes a large backpack filled with
essential items . These items would allow you to survive
for a long time away from cities . It is not the same as an
emergency kit . This is something you would likely wear on
your back and travel with for long distances . You’ll want
to pack carefully and strategically, so you have everything
you need .
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Finding Your Way

If you are familiar with
where you are in the wo
ods,
you might want to know
how
to find your way to oth
er
landmarks. A compass
is an
important tool to help
you
navigate your direction
and
location in the woods.
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Be Prepared:
Creating an Emergency
Fire-Making Kit
One of the best ways to help survive a situation without lights or heat
is to have an emergency fire-making kit. You can gather supplies and
store them safely. This means you’ll know where to find essential
items if you ever need them. Having an emergency kit requires
thinking and planning. You may never need it, but it’s a good thing to
have just in case.
People often think about storing food and medical supplies first, but
other common items are also important to have, especially for fire
making. If you have access to a kit like this, you will be more likely to
create the fire needed to survive.
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Afraid of the Dark?
It’s difficult to imagine a large populated city going
completely dark. But it has happened, and it will
probably happen again. It pays to be prepared and
know how to create light from different resources. While
knowing how to build a fire for light is a great skill, you
only want to do that if you absolutely have to. Prepare
ahead of time by gathering things that already make
light (such as flashlights, lanterns, and candles) in an
emergency kit.
Knowing what common items can be used as sources
of light is an important survival skill. Did you know that
crayons make excellent candles? These colored tubes of
wax will burn for about 30 minutes each. If something
happens to your candles or flashlights, crayons can be
great last-minute replacements.
A large fire, or bonfire, can help you stay warm and
create ample light. But you should be very careful where
you build any fires. Make sure all fires are located in safe
places and that they won’t spread out of control. Ideally,
you would have some tools on hand for cutting firewood.
A chainsaw would be great, but it requires fuel, so you
might need to locate smaller tools, such as an axe or a
log splitter.
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Volume of a P
yramid

Fire
If a fire is built
as a pyramid
w
it
rectangular b
ha
ase, you can d
etermine
the volume of
the pyramid.
V = lwh
3
If the fire pyr
amid is 1.2 fe
et long,
2.2 feet wide,
and 3.4 feet h
igh, what
is the volume
of the pyram
id?
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In the Woods

You may think that trying to survive in a city is a
challenge. However, staying alive in the woods can be
extremely difficult. It’s worse if you don’t have proper
supplies or modern conveniences, such as matches,
flashlights, and fuel, to help make survival easier. Two
important factors to be mindful of in the woods are the
time of year and the weather conditions. For example,
a wooded environment in winter may have dangerously
low temperatures.
One main goal for survival in a wooded area is to
stay warm and dry. A fire will help with that goal. But
you also need proper clothing to protect your body and
keep it heated. Wearing a hat is key because more than
40 percent of your body heat is lost through the top of
your head.

Windchill Char

t
Equivalent Tem

Wind Speed

perature (°F)

0 MPH

40°

10 MPH

20°

0°

28°

–20°

–40°

20 MPH

4°

–21°

18°

–46°

–70°

30 MPH

–10°

–39°

13°

–67°

–96°

40 MPH

–18°

–48°

10°

–79°

–21°

–109°

–53°

–85°

–116°

o If the temperature is –20°F
outside and the wind is
approximately 10 MPH,
how cold will the air feel?

o If the temperature is 20°F

Chilly Wind
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outside, what speed wind
will lower the temperature
you feel to −18°F?

o If the temperature is 40°F
outside but the wind is
approximately 30 MPH,
how much colder will the
air feel?
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Lighting Up the Forest
For thousands of years, pine knot torches have
illuminated the darkest places on Earth. A pine knot
is the dead bark inside a pine tree, and it makes a
remarkable light for people to carry and use in the
woods. Knowing how to make a torch from this part of a
tree is a useful skill for all survivalists.
There are necessary tools, such as hatchets or saws,
that are required to complete this project. Securing a
hatchet or saw will simplify your task, but a small knife
will be sufficient to get the job done. Figure out which
tool can be used to light the torch and keep it burning
successfully.

Here are the steps for making a pine knot torch:
• Find a dead pine tree limb and rip off the bark.
• Gather the bark from the tree, and tie it together
with string or rope. You can also split the knot
end of the limb into four sections and then stuff
twigs and wood shavings into those sections.
• Light the end of the torch, and watch it burn for
several hours!

Keep It Lit

s
rviving in the wood
Imagine you are su
rch to last each
and you make a to
e
ts in a row. Using th
night for five nigh
e
what is the averag
information below,
ht?
e torch provided lig
amount of time th
minutes
Night 1: 4 hours 32
minutes
Night 2: 4 hours 54
minutes
Night 3: 3 hours 5
minutes
Night 4: 5 hours 17
minutes
Night 5: 4 hours 44
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Look Up for Light
Even if the woods are incredibly dark, there might be
one thing in nature to light the way—the night sky. The
night sky not only provides some natural light, but it
also provides information about the general direction in
which you are moving.
The moon moves from east to west as it crosses
the sky. In the Northern Hemisphere, the sunlit part
of the moon appears to move from right to left. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the sunlit part the moon appears
to move from left to right.
The glow of the daytime sun can provide not only
heat and light but also a reference for direction. The sun
follows a constant path as it rises in the east and sets
in the west. So, pay close attention to the direction in
which the sun is moving.
Stars and constellations can be helpful, too. The
constellation Orion rises in the east and sets in the west,
matching the path of the sun. Finding the North Star
will allow you to position yourself facing north. All you
have to do is imagine a line down to the horizon from
the North Star.

Phases of the M

oon

If you look up
at the night sk
y, the moon will
different depe
look
nding on which
phase it is in. Th
has eight phas
e moon
es:

first quarter
waxing gibbou
s

waxing crescent

full moon
new moon

waning gibbou
s

waning cresce
nt

third quarter

oon
Fractions of the M h its phases,

s throug
As the moon cycle
become visible.
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Which moon phas
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Deserted
When disaster strikes, it often happens quickly and
without warning. You don’t always have time to prepare
or to get to the most comfortable environment. What
would survival techniques look like if you were stuck in
the desert without an easy way to create heat or light?
It may seem as if a desert would be an ideal place
for heat and light. It’s so hot and sunny there, so why
would you need to worry about staying warm? Well,
deserts have extreme temperatures. The climate can be

Cold
Too Hot and Too be
above
res can
Desert temperatu
ring summer
120°F (48.9 °C) du
also go far
days, but they can
wintertime,
below freezing in
°C)!
even to −0.4°F (–18
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very hot, but it can also be extremely cold. A desert’s
climate determines whether it is a cold desert or a hot
desert. A hot desert is a dry environment with little
rain or snow. It is often hot during the day but can get
quite cold at night. A cold desert gets more rain and
snow but is also a dry environment that has extremely
cold temperatures.

Dry Land

A desert is a
dry area th
at receives
little precip
very
itation, usu
ally less tha
10 inches (2
n
5.4 centime
ters) per ye
Precipitatio
ar.
n in
refers to rain a hot desert typically
, while cold
deserts
receive sno
w.
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Surviving the Cold
Most people don’t live in cold deserts, so it is unlikely
that you would need to prepare to survive in a cold
desert. But it could happen. What is more likely, though,
is a situation in which you would be in a hot desert at
night or in the winter months. You would need very
specific and advanced survival skills to handle the cold
temperatures and darkness in such a desolate place.
Your main goal in cold climates is to stay warm, but
it’s easy to panic and feel overwhelmed when you are
in harsh environments. Remember that an important
aspect of survival is the ability to stay calm. Think about
what you need to survive each situation you face. Look
at the resources available to you. Consider how you
might build a fire to stay warm in an area with few trees
or plants.

Antarctica Pop
ulation

Many scientis
ts live and wor
k in
Antarctica, whi
ch has the wor
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largest cold de
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e
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Desert Dilemma

Know Your Plants

Building a fire in cities or in the woods may be easier
than in a desert because there are more things available to
burn . A desert environment has very few trees or bushes .
With that in mind, how can you create a fire in the desert so
you’ll have heat and light to stay warm and safe?

You have to make smart decisions in the desert about
what you burn . It’s good to know which of the desert plants
are the most effective for burning warm fires . Yucca and
juniper plants are two of the best fire-starting plants . Yucca
plants have dry flower stalks that make good material for
fires . Juniper plants are helpful because they provide wood
and fiber that burn easily .
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o Describe the progression of a

fire from the moment it starts
until it is extinguished.

o How can you start a fire
without a match?

o What can happen if you are
exposed to extreme cold?

yucca plant
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Survival
Staying calm in tough situations is always an
important first step. If you find yourself in an emergency
and you have to think about ways to find heat and light,
consider what you already know. Where are you, and
what can your environment provide to keep you warm?
What objects can help you make light so you can see
where you are and where you want to go? What would
be the easiest and safest way to build a fire?
Survival skills have improved over the last thousand
years. Today, you may not have to use those skills
often, but if you ever do, you are certainly capable of
successfully completing the necessary tasks to find heat
and light. Trust yourself, and look to your surroundings
to help you find your way to safety.
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Believe in Yourself

Winston Churchill, the one-t
ime
prime minster of England,
once said, “Never, never, nev
er
give up.” To know that you
are
going to survive a challengin
g
situation, you have to believ
e in
yourself and not give up.
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Glossary
aluminum—a metal found in
the earth’s crust

Index
flint—a hard mineral that
produces a spark when
struck by steel

Antarctica, 39

fire starters, 20, 25

bonfire, 28

fire temperature, 7–8

hypothermia—the reduction
of body temperature to a
low level

Boulder Outdoor Survival
School, 5

fire tools, 17

illuminate—to light up

bug-out pack, 24–25

combustion—the act
of burning

kindling—a material that
burns easily and is used to
start a fire

Churchill, Winston, 43

desolate—lonely or
abandoned

smolder—to burn slowly
without flames

constellations, 34

dire—extreme

smothering—covering a fire
to put it out

burrow—to hide by digging
an underground hole
carbon—a chemical element
that forms coal
catastrophe—a sudden
disaster

dousing—putting out a fire
with water

bow drill, 18

compass, 24–25
Dakota Fire Hole, 14
desert, cold and hot, 14, 36–41

sustain—to keep going

emergency kit, 20, 24, 26, 28

dwellers—people who live in
certain places

tinder—a light material that
burns easily

FEMA, 22

edible—safe to eat

windchill—the temperature
your body feels when air
is combined with wind

ember—a glowing piece of
wood from a fire

flint, 16, 26
hypothermia, 11, 13, 27
North Star, 34
Orion, 34
phases of the moon, 35
pine knot torch, 32–33
Survivor, 43
windchill, 30–31

exposure—to be without
shelter or protection
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Try It!
You have been hired by a camping equipment company
to create a bug-out bag that customers can buy in stores .
This bag will be packed with all the essentials for a survival
scenario . While it must have as many handy items as
possible, it needs to be light enough for a person to easily
carry on his or her back for long periods of time . Your final
product design must include the following:

o Create a list of all items that should go in the bag .
o Design the bag itself . Will it be a backpack? A
duffel bag? What color should it be?

o Draw a diagram of the bag and all of its contents
with a brief description of each item and why
it’s included .

o Determine a catchy name for your product that
makes it stand out to customers .

Paulsen, Gary . 2006 . Hatchet . Simon & Schuster Books for
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Nyerges, Christopher . School of Self‑Reliance .
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Christine Dugan has written many
books for both students and teachers.
She has worked as an author, an editor,
and a classroom teacher. Currently,
Christine teaches in the Pacific
Northwest, where she lives with her
husband and their two daughters.
Though she is curious about which
method she might use to start a fire in
the desert or woods, she prefers to light
a fire in her fireplace with a match and
sit in front of its warmth at home with
a good book.

Answers
page 7—approximately 600°C
page 11—33.3°C; 98.6°F
page 21—2,175 circles
page 23—today’s year – 1962 =
(for example, 2017 – 1962 = 55 years)
page 29—2.992 feet3
page 31— –46°F; 30 MPH; 27°F
page 32—4 hours 30 minutes
page 35—three-quarters; first quarter
and third quarter; crescent in waning
and waxing
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1. What key information about survival should
be taught in a two-hour survival skills class?
2. Look at the list of items for a bug-out pack on
page 25. Which one item could be left off this
list, and why?
3. Conduct a survey about what people think is
most important in a survival situation: heat,
light, shelter, clothing, food, or water. Compile
your data in a chart. How does your data
compare to what you learned about surviving
dangerous situations in this book?
4. In what ways, other than heat, can a fire be
useful in a survival situation?

